The Morning News

--Presents the Fifth Annual--

Tournament of Books

The one and only March Madness battle royale of literary excellence
Sixteen books enter, but only one book can win the Rooster

2666 (1)
BROCKMAN
Steer Toward Rock (4)

Netherland (2)
KATE SCHLEGE
A Partisan's Daughter (3)

The White Tiger (1)
JONAH LEHRER
Harry, Revised (4)

Unaccustomed Earth (2)
MARY ROACH
City of Refuge (3)

Shadow Country (1)
ANTHONY DOERR
The Disreputable History of Frankie Landau-Banks (4)

The Northern Clemency (3)
MONICA ALI
The Lazarus Project (2)

A Mercy (1)
JONATHAN EIG
The Dart League King (4)

Home (2)
WITOLD RIEDEL
My Revolutions (3)

MAUD NEWTON
ROSECRANS BALDWIN
LIZENTMAN
All Judges plus AMANDA HESSER
DAVIDREES
ANDREW WOMACK
C. MAXMAGEE
Zombie Pick #1
JUNOTDIAZ
Zombie Pick #2

Numbers in parentheses signify pre-tournament seeds based on books' evaluated reputations. For more information, visit themorningnews.org/tob